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‘The Future of Lovers’ is the title of  the long-awaited, sophomore album from the band Len Sander. 
Three years ago,  the Zurich-based quintet  caused quite a stir with its debut  ‘Phantom Garden’, first  in 
Switzerland,  and then worldwide. The singles ‘Places’ (summer 2015) and ‘Another Man’ (spring 2016) 
caused high hopes that the band could be the next big export success from Switzerland. ‘Places’ 
has been streamed on Spotify  more than 300,000 times,  due in part to the song appearing on 
Spotify’s viral charts as well as regular broadcasts on BBC Radio 1 after being championed by Huw 
Stephens.  ‘Another Man’ experienced heavy rotation on Switzerland’s SRF 3,  the station with the 
nation’s largest coverage,  as well as on its counterpart  in French-speaking Switzerland,  Couleur 3.  In 
addition,  a slew of  live shows, notably  in Switzerland where they  have taken the stage at big festivals 
like Gurten, Paléo and Moons & Stars, but also in Austria,  Italy, Germany and the Czech Republic has 
built a great anticipation for Len Sander's second album.

Len Sander would not be Len Sander, without the diligence, commitment and work ethic they  are known 
for;  but  after eight months of studio time between  Berlin-Neukölln  and Zurich,  the blood, sweat and 
tears that have gone into ‘The Future Of  Lovers’ are practically, and appropriately,  tangible. While it was 
feelings of  confusion and bewilderment that shaped the debut album, 'The Future of Lovers’ is imbued 
with a new kind of  clarity. The elaborate arrangements and sample-generated sounds that push the 
boundaries of  curiosity  are typical for Len Sander and are what give the album its complexity. And while 
Len Sander wear their references to the golden age of the 90s on their sleeve, the experimental and 
modern production of 'The Future of Lovers' brings the album back to now.
The album’s eleven tracks are precious items that form an artistic synthesis encompassing art, pop, 
and storytelling. In both powerful choral  arrangements and intimate spoken-word parts,  the singer 
Blanka Inauen narrates the arrival of love and all the hopes and fears for the future relating to this 
fragile state of  mind. "I  always wonder whether we can build something entirely  new, something that is 
only based on dreams and visions - or whether we are so intertwined with our origins and our 
heritage that the future is already written in the patterns of our past," says the singer. 
'The Future of  Lovers' also explores the social dimensions of love and physicality. “What is 
happening with our bodies, with our sensual and material experience in these times of artificial 
intelligence and hyper-mobility? With this album we wanted to openly  celebrate physicality  and 
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sensuality. 'The Future of Lovers' is a statement about the re-conquest,  even the revenge of the 
senses, on the digital world.
The fact that the band has created an artistic synthesis becomes even clearer when browsing through 
the limited edition publication that acts as a visual counterpart to the record. Intertwined texts turn 
lines into threads, which are again woven into a whole, supplemented by photographs and graphics.

 
‘The Future of  Lovers’ is  available on CD, all digital 
plattforms and as a limited vinyl which includes the 
aforementioned booklet. The publication is also available 
independently via bandcamp.

1. Moving Into Love
2. I Give It Away
3. Woman On The Run (Single)
4. Dreams, Dreams, Dreams
5. The Modern Cult of Love
6. House of Drama
7. The Life of The Body
8. My Heart Is A Cold Place To Live In
9. A Life In Abundance
10. Colonies
11. Now That I Burn

Written and Produced by Blanka Inauen and Al Hug
Additional Production: Flavio Schönholzer
Guitars: Dennis Schärer
Drums: Félix Bergeron (Alois), Valentin Liechti (Vsitor)
Percussions: Andi Pupato, Félix Bergeron 
Electric Bass: Ivan de Luca
Mastering:  Huntley Miller (Bon Iver,  Sylvan Esso, The 
Tallest Man on Earth, Poliça)
Mixing: Hannes Bieger (Alex Barck, Alle Farben, Ellen 
Allien, Jan Blomqvist, Henrik Schwarz)

Artist Links: 

Len Sander Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lensander
Len Sander Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/5ZXcXnwzP9Ej9NbuR14Lra
Len Sander Apple: https://itunes.apple.com/artist/len-sander/id954158665
Len Sander Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lensander/
Len Sander Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/lensandermusic
Len Sander Twitter: https://twitter.com/lensander
Len Sander Official: http://www.lensander.com/
Len Sander Mouthwatering Records: http://www.mouthwateringrecords.com/artists/len-
sander-17/

Label & Publishing:  Mouthwatering Records, Federweg 22, 3008 Bern, Switzerland 
info@mouthwateringrecords.com / +41 (0)79 222 69 75 www.mouthwateringrecords.com

Promotion Germany: Sinnbus / Records + Publishing, Reinickendorfer Str. 17 
13347 Berlin Fon: +49 30 97 883 577 records@sinnbus.de

Promotion Austria: Rola Music, Hele Maurer
+43 664 5299095 hele@rolamusic.com

Promotion Online World:
initialslp.com / the art of artist development and pr / Lukasz Polowczyk 
Dänenstr. 20, 10439 Berlin, Germany / +49 (30) 89396317 lp@initialslp.com www.initialslp.com

Promotion Switzerland: 
PROLOG, Andreas Ryser, Federweg 22, 3008 Bern ar@prolog-music.ch +41 79 222 69 75 /  
www.prolog-music.ch
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